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Abstract—To promote structurally flexible controllers in
self-adaptive software systems, this paper proposes the use of
micro-controllers. Instead of generic monolithic controllers, like
Rainbow, we advocate the use of service-specific micro-controllers
which can be based on microservices. Although traditional
generic controllers can be configured parametrically according
to system needs, their use and reuse are nevertheless restrictive
because of the wide range of services expected from the different
stages of the feedback control loop. The solution being advocated
is to have structurally flexible controllers that can be composed
from micro-controllers. Controlling the architectural configura-
tion of these micro-controllers is a meta-controller that is able
to configure the controller according to the services required
for controlling the target system. The feasibility of the proposed
approach of using micro-controllers at the level of the controller
is demonstrated in the context of the PhoneAdapter case study
in which micro-controllers are configured at run-time depending
on changes affecting the system or its environment.
Index Terms—Self-adaptive software systems; feedback control
loop; flexible controller
I. INTRODUCTION
Rainbow [11] is one of the few examples of a generic
controller for self-adaptive software systems that has been
used in several application domains [30, 37] and by different
researchers [5]. In general, a key factor restricting their reuse is
that controllers are intrinsically dependent on the target system
(the software system to be controlled) beyond the probes and
effectors wiring the controller to the target system. Particularly,
a controller has to be tailored to the target system-specific in-
tricacies and complexities, such as the goals and configuration
space of the system and how the system behaves in different
configurations and contextual states with respect to the goals.
If a controller is not able to appropriately abstract from such
intricacies and complexities, the coupling between the con-
troller and target system becomes unmanageable to the point
that the prospect of reusing a controller becomes minimal.
To mitigate this issue, Rainbow raises its abstraction of a
target system to the software architecture, which successfully
reduces the coupling between the controller and system [11].
However, the wide context and role of the software of a target
system may also impose a wide range of services that are
expected from the different stages of a controller. For instance,
using a MAPE-K controller [16], a safety-critical target system
may need an analysis stage based on formal model checking
while another system may only need an architectural analysis.
Adopting the Rainbow approach to develop a truly generic
controller that is able to provide such a wide range of services
is quite challenging, and perhaps counter-productive since the
unit of reuse would be a monolithic controller that is only
parametrically configurable, which is the case in most existing
controllers [18]. In contrast, a controller whose provided
services are composed according to the target system’s actual
needs may achieve a higher flexibility and variability than a
monolithic controller—similarly to a target system that can
achieve a higher flexibility and variability when being adapted
structurally and not only parametrically [20]. By adopting such
a modular and structurally flexible approach to build a truly
generic controller, the individual services of a controller should
become structurally independent from each other.
To achieve structurally flexible controllers, we propose the
use of micro-controllers for implementing closed or open
control loops. These micro-controllers, which could be de-
ployed as microservices, are able to provide fine-granular
functionality for self-adaptation, while choreography of
micro-controllers implements the overall control of the target
system. The choreography may typically follow a common
control flow according to the stages of a controller (e.g.,
MAPE) while data is exchanged between micro-controllers
using a shared service maintaining the knowledge (e.g., models
of the target system). The latter allows micro-controllers to be
stateless. Essentially, we propose the synthesis of a controller
from a collection of micro-controllers.
In this context, the main idea being promoted in this paper
is that controllers do not need to be structurally static at
development-time or run-time. In other words, controllers can
both be the locus of change and the locus of adaptation.
Therefore, a controller as an ensemble of micro-controllers
can be composed and configured at development-time by
developers or dynamically recomposed and reconfigured at
run-time by a meta-controller based on the needs of a specific
target system and the adaptation goals. A key challenge is
to compose an ensemble of micro-controllers that is able
to control a given target system (which would satisfy the
adaptation goals) and to satisfy the system’s specific needs.
Thus, the contribution of this paper is a novel approach to
develop controllers by composing and configuring micro-con-
trollers based on the adaptation goals and the needs of a given
target system. The benefits of the approach are twofold. First,
it leverages controllers being the locus of adaptation and the
locus of change as the micro-controllers provide the structural
flexibility required to recompose and reconfigure a controller.
Second, it leverages reuse by considering micro-controllers as
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fine-granular units that provide generic services to controllers.
We motivate, illustrate, and qualitatively evaluate our approach
with the PhoneAdapter case study [28], particularly focusing
on the flexibility of controllers.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the case study. We present the approach in Sec-
tion III, demonstrate its use with the case study in Section IV,
and evaluate and discuss its contribution in Section IV. We dis-
cuss related work in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. CASE STUDY
To explain the design of controllers that are based on
micro-controllers, we have adopted the PhoneAdapter case
study that is described in the following. The PhoneAdapter
was originally proposed by the community of context-aware
adaptive applications for exemplifying the definition of adap-
tation rules that depend on the system context [28]. The
PhoneAdapter is a mobile application for Android devices that
allows users to set up system profiles and rules, corresponding
to different contexts and adaptation rules, in order to adapt
Android features. For that, the PhoneAdapter relies on two
components: a context manager that collects and maintains
context information, and an adaptation manager that adapts
the target system according to the context information and
a set of adaptation rules. The motivation for choosing this
case study is its simplicity, which allows us to show how
micro-controllers can be used to promote structurally flexible
controllers following an hierarchical control pattern (cf. [36]).
Figure 1 shows an overview of the original version of the
PhoneAdapter [28] that turns Android into a self-adaptive
system. The PhoneAdapter element is the controller, whereas
the Android Framework is the target system. The controller
contains two components: ContextManager and Adaptation-
Manager. The ContextManager component is responsible
for identifying the context of the mobile device depending on
the values of sensors provided by the Android Framework.
The AdaptationManager component, on the other hand, is
responsible for controlling the features of the Android Frame-
work (e.g., ringtone volume) through effectors depending on
the identified context. The original case study assumes no
interactions between users and the PhoneAdapter at run-time.
Thus, there is no direct interaction between the mobile device’s
environment and the PhoneAdapter.
System (Android)
Controller (PhoneAdapter)
Context
Manager
Environment
Target System 
(Android Framework)
Adaptation
Manager
Fig. 1: Android as a self-adaptive software system.
In this paper, we assume that individual sensors and effec-
tors may fail arbitrarily, and because of that, the number of
possible configurations of the target system becomes combi-
natorial. Considering n sensors and m effectors, each being
either operational or failing, 2n+m different configurations
exist for the target system. To deal with this combinatorial
explosion, we consider that specific ContextManagers and
AdaptationManagers can be generated depending on the
availability of sensors and effectors, respectively.
The PhoneAdapter includes two sensors, GPS and Blue-
tooth, and a probe to the calendar application. These sen-
sors and the probe can be accessed through the Android
Framework and they allow the ContextManager to iden-
tify the different contexts of the mobile device. The state
machine—originally called Adaptation Finite-State Machine
(A-FSM) [28]—shown in Figure 2a consists of nine possible
contextual states depending on the values of the sensors
and probe, with the General state being the initial state.
The transitions between the states are defined in terms of
contextual rules that the ContextManager uses to identify
context switches based on changing values of the sensors and
probe [28]. The contextual rules of Figure 2a are presented in
Table I. Thus, nine different contexts can be identified based
on the sensors and probe. However, sensors may fail, which
may result in a fewer number of identifiable contexts and
thus in different contextual spaces depending on which and
how many sensors fail at the same time. For example, if the
GPS sensor fails, the ContextManager is not able to identify
the Jogging, Outdoor, and DrivingFast contextual states, as
shown in Figure 2b. Table II presents the contextual rules for
Figure 2b.
Concerning the effectors, the PhoneAdapter controls dif-
ferent features of the Android Framework, such as the ring-
tone volume, vibration, backlight intensity, speaker volume,
and divert phone calls.1 For example, in the Meeting context,
the AdaptationManager should mute the ringtone and disable
vibration (see rule m in Tables I and II), while in the Jogging
context, it should decrease speaker volume and deactivate
vibration (see rule c in Table I). However, since individual
effectors may fail, the adaptation rules have to be modified
according to the availability of effectors. Similarly to the
state machines defining the identification of different contexts
by the ContextManager (Figure 2), different state machines
defining the adaptation behaviour (rules) of the Adaptation-
Manager depending on the availability of the effectors could
be specified (e.g., AdaptationManagerAllEffectors, Adap-
tationManagerNoRingtone and AdaptationManagerNoVi-
bration, which are omitted here due to space restrictions). This
results in different adaptation spaces, each defined by a state
machine. Such state machines define how the Adaptation-
Manager reacts to context switches by employing only those
adaptation rules that use available and not failed effectors.
In the following, we use the different contextual and adapta-
tion spaces as a justification for having multiple ContextMan-
agers and AdaptationManagers, respectively, to show how
1For the sake of simplicity, the rules shown in Tables I and II only consider
settings related to volume and vibration.
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(a) Original A-FSM [28].
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(b) A-FSM for GPS sensor failure.
Fig. 2: Two contextual spaces based on the availability of sensors, each defined by an adaptation finite state machine (A-FSM).
TABLE I: Contextual rules for the ContextManagerAllSensors A-FSM.
Output
Id Rule Name Current State New State Full Predicate Volume Vibration
a ActivateOutdoor General Outdoor GPS.isValid() && !GPS.location()=home && !GPS.location=office 100 OFF
b DesactivateOutdoor Outdoor General !ActivateOutdoor 50 OFF
c ActivateJogging Outdoor Jogging GPS.isValid() && GPS.speed() >5 25 OFF
d DesactivateJogging Jogging Outdoor !ActivateJogging 100 OFF
e ActivateDriving General, Home, Office, Outdoor Driving BT=car_handsfree 75 OFF
f DesactivateDriving Driving General !ActivateDriving 50 OFF
g ActivateDrivingFast Driving DrivingFast GPS.isValid() && GPS.speed() >70 0 OFF
h DesactivateDrivingFast DrivingFast Driving !ActivateDrivingFast 75 OFF
i ActivateHome General Home BT=home_pc || (GPS.isValid() && GPS.location()=home) 100 OFF
j DesactivateHome Home General !ActivateHome 50 OFF
k ActivateOffice General Office BT=office_pc || (GPS.isValid() && GPS.location()=office) 0 ON
l DesactivateOffice Office General !ActivateOffice 50 OFF
m ActivateMeeting Office Meeting Time >= meeting_start && BT.count() >= 3 0 OFF
n DesactivateMeeting Meeting Office Time >= meeting_end 0 ON
o ActivateSync General Sync BT=home_pc || BT=office_pc 100 OFF
p DesactivateSync Sync General !ActivateSync 50 OFF
TABLE II: Contextual rules for the ContexManagerNoGPS A-FSM.
Output
Id Rule Name Current State New State Full Predicate Volume Vibration
e ActivateDriving General, Home, Office, Outdoor Driving BT=car_handsfree 75 OFF
f DesactivateDriving Driving General !ActivateDriving 50 OFF
i ActivateHomeBT General Home BT=home_pc 100 OFF
j DesactivateHomeBT Home General !ActivateHomeBT 50 OFF
k ActivateOfficeBT General Office BT=office_pc 0 ON
l DesactivateOfficeBT Office General !ActivateOfficeBT 50 OFF
m ActivateMeeting Office Meeting Time >= meeting_start && BT.count() >= 3 0 OFF
n DesactivateMeeting Meeting Office Time >= meeting_end 0 ON
o ActivateSync General Sync BT=home_pc || BT=office_pc 100 OFF
p DesactivateSync Sync General !ActivateSync 50 OFF
controllers can be adapted according to the current needs of
the target system (e.g., availability of sensors and effectors).
III. APPROACH
A self-adaptive software system needs to be considered in
the context of its environment. The system itself is composed
of the target system and the controller [16]. The controller han-
dles any changes affecting the target system or its environment
by adapting the system in order to satisfy its goals. Adaptations
can either be parametric or structural [2, 20]. Parametric
adaptations of monolithic controllers are more common [18]
since structural adaptations may require reevaluation and re-
deployment of the system. Thus, the structure of controllers,
either open loop or closed loop, are usually static.
A challenge in self-adaptive software systems is the ability
to decouple completely the controller from the target system
because of their intrinsic intricacies and complexities. This
might be one of the reasons for hindering the reuse of
controllers for self-adaptive software systems across different
applications in which systems may provide different services
with different levels of quality. A promising solution for
decoupling the controller and the target system is to introduce
a two tier controller, which is essentially the key contribution
of this paper. The lower tier, that would interact with the target
system and the environment, is a structurally flexible controller
that is able to adjust easily to the needs of the target system.
The higher tier, that would control the lower tier controller, is
a sophisticated controller, like Rainbow [30, 37], that is able
to enforce the system goals by changing the behaviour and
structure of the lower tier controller.
In self-adaptive systems, the loci of change is either the
target system or its environment, but not the controller. The
controller is the locus of adaptation. The main idea being
promoted in this paper is that controllers do not need to be
structurally static at development-time or run-time: controllers
can both be the locus of change and the locus of adapta-
tion. In the following, we present our key idea of two tier
controllers; first, we look into on how to build controller
from micro-controllers (III-A), and then, we present the idea
of a meta-controller as a means to control an ensemble of
micro-controllers (III-B).
A. Micro-controllers
The key idea being promoted is to replace a monolithic con-
troller, like an implementation of the MAPE-K loop [16], by an
ensemble of micro-controllers. These micro-controllers would
not be restricted to the implementation of services provided by
the distinct stages of a MAPE-K loop such as monitoring and
analysis. Instead, the micro-controllers would be associated
with specific services that are associated with the individual
stages of a controller [7]. The number of micro-controllers
needed for implementing a controller would depend on the
needs of a target system, and the granularity of the avail-
able micro-controllers. For example, rather than having a
micro-controller implementing a full stage of the MAPE-K
loop, a micro-controller could implement the services associ-
ated with integration testing [32], or model checking [31]. It
is the collective purpose of these micro-controllers to control
the target system. These micro-controllers can either be open
or closed loop. An example of an open loop micro-controller
could be a service for selecting an alternative solution based on
utility theory. On the other hand, an example of a closed loop
micro-controller could be a pro-active monitoring service that
would adjust the monitoring rate of several sensors depending
on the observed operational state of the target system. There-
fore, in our proposed approach, a controller for a self-adaptive
software system would be implemented as an ensemble of
service-specific micro-controllers.
Each micro-controller should be developed as a sepa-
rate process for maximising independent deployment. The
communication between micro-controllers should be done
through interfaces, using protocols like REST. The opera-
tions should be standardised, mainly those that are rele-
vant to controllers, like, configuration and deployment. The
choreography amongst micro-controllers should rely on the
micro-controller implementing Knowledge since it should
contain a consistent view that the controller should have of the
target system and environment [25]. Thus, the state held by
the controller could be maintained by the Knowledge, which
allows the other micro-controllers to be stateless. Although
micro-controllers should be independent, the coordination be-
tween micro-controllers should follow quite closely the control
flow of a MAPE-K loop. Potential conflicts that might happen
in the control flow should be dealt at single decision points.
For example, the existence of several micro-controllers does
not mean that all are able to access the target system. Instead,
a single micro-controller would be responsible for executing
the adaptation plan.
B. Meta-controller
If the controller, in addition of being the locus of adaptation
is also the locus of change, there is the need of an additional
controller, at a higher-level, that would manage and adapt
the changes that occur at the controller. We have named this
higher-level controller as meta-controller. Different from the
traditional controllers that need to be tailored to the needs of
distinct target systems, the sole purpose of the meta-controller
would be to manage and adapt the micro-controllers that im-
plement the controller [1]. The tailoring of the meta-controller
to different ensembles of micro-controllers would be simpler
because the ‘target system’ of the meta-controller would be a
collection of micro-controllers implementing, for example, the
MAPE-K loop activities. A good example of such controller
would be Rainbow [30, 37].
In summary, the approach being proposed, that of synthe-
sising controllers from micro-controllers, is beneficial because
the different needs of a target system are addressed by different
ensembles of micro-controllers. This is achieved because of
the structural flexibility of the ensembles, which is managed
by a meta-controller. Realising micro-controllers as microser-
vices, other benefits of our approach include the independent
development, deployment, operations, versioning and scaling
of micro-controllers.
IV. DEMONSTRATION
In this section, we demonstrate our approach for synthe-
sising controllers from micro-controllers. More specifically,
Section IV-A presents how the PhoneAdapter controller was
restructured based on micro-controllers. Section IV-B details
the implementation and shows how PhoneAdapter can be
integrated into the Android Framework, and Section IV-C
presents an overview of the PhoneAdapter meta-controller.
A. PhoneAdapter Case Study
The controller for the PhoneAdapter case study consists of
two components, which incorporate most of the functionality
of a MAPE-K loop (see Figure 1). The refactoring of that
controller for a solution based on micro-controllers, which we
hereafter call µPhoneAdapter, is shown in Figure 3. Instead of
a single pair of ContextManager and AdaptationManager,
the design of µPhoneAdapter consists on the combination
of several micro-controllers that are able to capture variants
of the original ContextManager and AdaptationManager.
These variants depend on sensor and effectors failures. The
motivation for having several variants of managers is to save
device battery by avoiding to unnecessarily activate failed
sensors, and to avoid to adapt the target system without success
due to failed effectors.
In addition to a combination of ContextManager and
AdaptationManager variants, the µPhoneAdapter con-
troller includes the Knowledge and FailureManager
System (Android)
Controller
(PhoneAdapter)Context
ManagerContextManager
Meta-Controller
(PhoneAdapter)
Target System
(Android Framework)
Context
Manager
Knowledge
Failure
Manager
Environment
Context
ManagerContextManagerAdaptation
Manager
Fig. 3: PhoneAdapter implemented with micro-controllers.
micro-controllers. The first one is used for storing the mod-
els of the target system and system environment, and the
latter is used to monitor the operational status of the sen-
sors and effectors. These two components could be generic
micro-controllers that could be reused across several Android
applications that use sensors and effectors provided by the
Android Framework. By externalising the knowledge to a dedi-
cated micro-controller, we consider the other micro-controllers
to be stateless.
The role of the meta-controller would be to manage the
controller in terms of (re)configuring the micro-controllers de-
pending on the operational status of the sensors and effectors.
This consists of introspecting the Controller’s Knowledge,
evaluating the current configuration of the micro-controllers
deployed in the Controller, deciding whether the Con-
troller needs to be adapted, selecting the most appropriate
micro-controllers from a repertoire, and finally, reconfiguring
the micro-controllers without affecting the operation of the
target system.
For the implementation of the case study, we used the
original source code2 of the PhoneAdapter provided by Liu
[19], which comprises 5,642 lines of code (1,345 referring
to adaptation) and 21 classes (8 referring to adaptation).
Moreover, we have used Android Studio3 IDE, a physical
mobile device,4 and a virtual device5 to deploy the software
artefacts. The µPhoneAdapter6 comprises 9,821 lines of code
(5,483 referring to adaptation) and 45 classes (32 referring to
adaptation). Approximately, 3,714 LOCs and 20 classes refer
to added variants and duplicate code present in them.
B. Implementation and Deployment of Micro-controllers
The Android Framework (cf. Figure 3) provides several
Application Programming Interfaces (API) on top of which
2Available at https://github.com/californi/PhoneAdapter Original
3https://developer.android.com/ – accessed on May, 2020.
4Samsung-gt p5200-3200118b11f87000 (API level 8)
5CPU/ABI: Google Play Intel Atom (x86) (API level 29)
6Available at https://github.com/californi/PhoneAdapter MicroControllersSA
mobile applications are developed. In general, the application
framework layer and other underlying layers (e.g., the Android
Runtime and Hardware Abstraction layer) come pre-installed
on Android devices. These layers provide abstractions that
developers use to implement their applications. To test and
execute an application, either a physical or virtual Android
device is used. With respect to Android development, which
is mostly based on the Java language, developers are able to
extend any available class from the framework using different
types of features (e.g., dealing with service communication).
The usage of activities, intents, services, and content providers
is intrinsic for any application.
In the Android Framework, a service is a task that runs with-
out any direct user interaction. It can also be developed by us-
ing different features (e.g., BroadcastReceiver, IntentService)
and types (i.e., foreground, background and bind-Service), e.g.,
by using background services or tailored services.
In the PhoneAdapter synthesised with micro-controllers
(i.e., µPhoneAdapter), each micro-controller is implemented
as class that extends the BroadcastReceiver class,
and also as class that extends IntentService7. At
the top of Figure 4, we show a code snippet of a
micro-controller implemented as a BroadcastReceiver
class. In line 5, the onReceive event is responsible for
handling all messages that are generated by other ser-
vices (e.g., messages sent by one of the various the Con-
textManager components). Finally, in lines 7 and 9 the
conditions are used to handle messages captured by the
onReceive event. Both classes—BroadcastReceiver
and IntentService—have the same goal, but have their
differences related to the life cycle of services and the Android
Environment. For example, BroadcastReceiver works as
a listener of messages sent and received from the Android
Environment, whereas IntentService works as a service
that is invoked by e.g., other services or activities from
graphical user interfaces.
The variations of µPhoneAdapter’s ContextManager and
AdaptationManager micro-controllers were developed using
tailored services similar to the one presented in the code snip-
pet of Figure 4. Table III presents the list of micro-controllers
and their operations. The inputs and output for each op-
eration are also shown in the table. Operations defined by
each micro-controller can be mapped to internal code ele-
ments. For example, considering the AdaptationManager-
AllEffectors micro-controller (see code snippet in Figure 4),
its /processNewContext and /processRuleChange
operations are mapped to the onReceive method that rep-
resents an event in Android Framework. Given that a single
method (i.e., onReceive) is mapped to two micro-controller
operations, internal decisions (based on action values embed-
ded in the Intent object) will define the correct logic, that
associated with a particular operation, to be processed.
The deployment of the micro-controllers is realised through
the two following operations: unregisterReceiver(...)
7BroadcastReceiver and IntentService are Resources to define
microservices in the Android framework. By using the same resources, it is
possible to define REST API available in servers outside Android framework.
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Fig. 4: A possible configuration of the µPhoneAdapter.
and registerReceiver(...). The former deactivates the
current micro-controller (e.g., ContextManagerAllSensors),
and the latter activates an alternative micro-controller that is
in conformance with the current context (e.g., ContextMan-
agerNoGPS when the GPS sensor is malfunctioning).
As already mentioned, assuming that sensors and effec-
tors may fail, we could have alternative ContextManagers
and AdaptationManagers composing the controller. The
bottom part of Figure 4 represents the µPhoneAdapter’s
micro-controllers and their data flow (the arrows follow
the same flow we presented in Figure 3). If failures hap-
pen e.g., in the GPS sensor and in the Ringtone effec-
tor, the controller will be reconfigured with two alter-
native micro-controllers (namely, ContextManagerNoGPS
and AdaptationManagerNoRingtone). The replacement of
the ContextManager occurs when the FailureManager
micro-controller detects and stores a sensor failure into the
Knowledge (by using the /verifySensors operation, cf. Ta-
ble III). Such a failure is retrieved by the MetaController
(see Section IV-C for details) by using the /sensorsFailure
operation (cf. Table VI); the MetaController then analyses
the failure and adapts the Controller accordingly (e.g., by
activating a new ContextManager). The FailureManager
and the MetaController handle the AdaptationManager vari-
ants in a similar manner by using the /verifyEffectors and
/effectorsFailure operations, respectively.
C. The µPhoneAdapter Meta-controller
In Section III, we argued that a meta-controller could
be developed to manage the architectural configuration of
the controller depending, for example, on the operational
status of the sensors and effectors. In our demonstration, the
meta-controller reconfigures the controller according to the
µPhoneAdapter’s needs. In the context the example mentioned
above, the MetaController deactivates ContextManager-
AllSensors and activates ContextManagerNoGPS; sim-
ilarly, it deactivates AdaptationManagerAllEffectors and
activates AdaptationManagerNoRingtone, considering that
these micro-controllers are stateless.
Tables IV and V show the adaptation rules processed
by the MetaController, regarding the ContextManager
and the AdaptationManager micro-controllers designed for
µPhoneAdapter, respectively. For example, the ActivateNoBlu-
tooth rule (rule (c) in Table IV) establishes that ContextMan-
agerNoBluetooth must be activated when the GPS sensor
is enabled and the Bluetooth sensor is not (cf. the predicate
defined in column “Full Predicate”).
1 public class MetaControllerBroadcastReceiver
2 extends BroadcastReceiver {
3 @Override
4 public void onReceive(Context c, Intent i) {
5 if (i.action.equals("sensorsFailure")) {
6 activatingContextManager(c, i);
7 }
8 else
9 if (i.action.equals("effectorsFailure")){
10 activatingAdaptationManager(c, i);
11 } else {
12 ...
13 }
14 }
15
16 private void activatingContextManager(c, i) {
17 if (i.action.equals("AllSensors")){
18 ...
19 } else if (i.action.equals("NoGPS")){
20 ...
21 } else {
22 ...
23 }
24 }
25
26 private void activatingAdaptationManager(c, i){
27 if (i.action.equals("AllEffectors")) {
28 ...
29 } else if (i.action.equals("NoRingtone")){
30 ...
31 } else {
32 ...
33 }
34 }
35 }
Listing 1: Meta-Controller component:
Enabling and disabling variants of ContextManager and
AdaptationManager (code only partially shown).
TABLE III: Operations of the micro-controllers in µPhoneAdapter.
Micro-controller Operation Input Output
ContextManagerAllSensors /generateContext - An intent message with: GPS, Bluetooth, Calendar data
/sensingBluetooth - A bluetooth collection
/locationListener - Latitude, Longitude data
ContextManagerNoGPS /generateContext - An intent message with: Bluetooth, Calendar data
/sensingBluetooth - A bluetooth collection
ContextManagerNoBluetooth /generateContext - An intent message with: GPS, Calendar data
/locationListener - Latitude, Longitude data
ContextManagerNoGPSNoBluetooth /generateContext - An intent message with: Calendar data
AdaptationManagerAllEffectors /processNewContext newContext: GPS, Bluetooth and Calendar data New state in volume; vibration; airplane
/processRuleChange ruleChange Back to general state
AdaptationManagerNoRingtone /processNewContext newContext: GPS and Bluetooth and Calendar data New state in vibration; airplane
/processRuleChange ruleChange Back to general state
AdaptationManagerNoVibration /processNewContext newContext: GPS and Bluetooth and Calendar data New state in volume; airplane
/processRuleChange ruleChange Back to general state
Knowledge /NewSensorContext SensorContext: GPS status and Bluetooth status An intent message with a new generated sensors context
/NewEffectorData EffectorData: Ringtone status, vibration status, vol-
ume number
An intent message with a new generated effectors data
FailureManager /verifySensors GPS, Bluetooth status An intent message localising a sensor failure
/verifyEffectors Audio, Vibration An intent message localising an effector failure
TABLE IV: Adaptation rules for the MetaController related to ContextManager.
Id Rule Name Current
ContextManager
New ContextManager Full Predicate Output (Controller Configuration)
a Activate AllSensors Any AllSensors GPS.isEnabled() && Bluetooth.isEnabled() AllSensors is enabled
b Activate NoGPS Any NoGPS !GPS.isEnabled() && Bluetooth.isEnabled() NoGPS is enabled
c Activate NoBluetooth Any NoBluetooth GPS.isEnabled() && !Bluetooth.isEnabled() NoBluetooth is enabled
d Activate NoBluetoothNoGPS Any NoBluetoothNoGPS !GPS.isEnabled() && !Bluetooth.isEnabled() NoGPSNoBluetooth is enabled
TABLE V: Adaptation rules for the MetaController related to AdaptationManager.
Id Rule Name Current Adapta-
tionManager
New AdaptationManager Full Predicate Output (Controller Configuration)
e Activate AllEffectors Any AllEffectors Vibration.IsON && Audio.Volume >0 AllEffectors is enabled
f Activate NoRingtone Any NoRingtone Vibration.IsON && !Audio.Volume >0 NoRingtone is enabled
g Activate NoVibration Any ManageNoVibration Vibration.IsOFF && Audio.Volume >0 NoVibration is enabled
h Activate NoRingtone NoVibration Any NoRingtoneNoVibration Vibration.IsOFF && !Audio.Volume >0 NoRingtoneNoVibration is enabled
Similarly to the micro-controllers described in the previous
section, the MetaController in the µPhoneAdapter applica-
tion is characterised as an Android Framework microser-
vice, as shown in Table VI. The activation/deactivation of
micro-controllers is managed by the MetaController ser-
vice, with support of the FailureManager service, depending
whether the sensors and effectors are working or not. For
example, the code snippet of Listing 1 shows how the Meta-
Controller reacts to failures signalled by the FailureManager.
First, in lines 5 to 13 it identifies the type of failure that
occurred. For example, if the GPS sensor stops working,
the MetaController enables ContextManagerNoGPS (Fig-
ure 2b) and disables ContextManagerAllSensors (line 19).
The same occurs in the event of effectors failures (lines 27-33).
V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
This section presents a qualitative evaluation of both
PhoneAdapter versions (Section V-A), the threats to the va-
lidity of our implementation and its initial evaluation (Sec-
tion V-B), and brings some further discussions regarding the
reusability of micro-controllers (Section V-C).
A. Qualitative Evaluation
This section presents an initial, qualitative evaluation of our
approach based on the PhoneAdapter case study. We focus on
the structural flexibility of the controller and how it supports
(i) handling changes at run-time, and (ii) handling changes
at design time. We provide some examples from the two
implementations (the PhoneAdapter [19] and µPhoneAdapter)
to justify our arguments.
Handling changes at run-time: A controller is structurally
flexible at run-time, if it is able to adapt its structure in
order to handle the context and failure scenarios as the ones
illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b. We have shown this to
be possible using a solution based on micro-controllers. For
example, µPhoneAdapter is able to reconfigure at run-time in
the presence of failures (e.g., in a sensor, in an effector, or
in both), whereas such a failures in the PhoneAdapter would
generate some undesirable behaviours.
• Original PhoneAdapter: Given a failure in the GPS
sensor, PhoneAdapter could generate inconsistent states,
e.g., a Latitude of 0.0; and a Longitude of 0.0. Such a failure
also impacts on the constantly monitoring of GPS data per-
formed by the ContextManager. In addition, even with the
occurrence of GPS failures, all contextual rules will always
be considered and processed by the AdaptationManager.
Overall, consequences could be: inconsistent sensor data
that would be generated (e.g., wrong location); unnecessary
processing, and hence battery usage (e.g., continually trying
to access GPS sensor); and setting of inconsistent states
(e.g., in “Driving” state is set even when “Driving Fast”
holds, i.e., speed is wrongly computed).
• µPhoneAdapter: If the same failure in the GPS sensor
occurs, the FailureManager micro-controller would iden-
tify this specific failure, and the MetaController would
TABLE VI: Operations of MetaController in µPhoneAdapter.
Meta-controller Operation Input Output
MetaController /sensorsFailure failure message regarding GPS or Bluetooth status A new ContextManager
/effectorsFailure failure message regarding Audio or Vibration A new AdaptationManager
mitigate its consequences. To do so, the FailureMan-
ager would signal the failure to the Knowledge service,
and MetaController would detect that change and replace
the ContextManagerAllSensors with the ContextMan-
agerNoGPS. Consequently, the monitoring would stop
generating GPS data and no longer the AdaptionManager
would retrieve inconsistent data. In addition, while the
ContextManagerNoGPS is active, the contextual rules
regarding GPS would not be used. This scenario is illus-
trated in Figures 2a and 2b. Note that in the ContextMan-
agerNoGPS FSM the number of transitions is smaller
when compared to its predecessor (i.e., ContextManager-
AllSensors).
Handling changes at design time: A controller is structurally
flexible at design time, if a controller can be easily replaced
by an alternative one. If a controller is complex in a way
that incorporates combinatorial behaviours involving context
changes and failures, then this may hinder their replacement.
On the other hand, micro-controllers that are able to express
simple behaviours can be easily replaced.
• Original PhoneAdapter: To deal with failures in sensors
and/or effectors, or to process differently context values
or contextual rules, in the original version it would be
necessary to tailor the ContextManager and/or the Adap-
tationManager components to these changes or new re-
quirements. This makes these components more complex,
thus hindering their replacement.
• µPhoneAdapter: If the specified behaviour changes, or
new requirements raise, the developer needs to include other
types of micro-controllers (e.g., alternative ContextMan-
ager or AdaptationManager), The micro-controllers are
independently developed and their coordination is lo-
calised in the MetaController. Changes can also be per-
formed in a localised manner in particular variants of the
micro-controllers.
In summary, in the above discussion we compared both
versions of PhoneAdapter in order to identify the benefits
our approach provides in terms of the structural flexibility of
the devised controllers. Our approach enables the definition of
new micro-controllers to compose controllers according to new
requirements, without requiring substantial code changes. Fur-
thermore, micro-controllers and their variants can be activated
and deactivated at run-time in order to enable the controller
to properly operate on its target system.
On the downside, it is a well-known issue that higher
maintainability implies higher performance overhead [26]. For
example, by applying our approach to restructure the original
PhoneAdapter controller as set of independent and coordinated
micro-controllers (in the µPhoneAdapter), extra processing is
necessary due to the presence of at least one additional—
and required —control loop: the one of the MetaController
that continually monitors and eventually adapts the controller.
On the other hand, note that the original PhoneAdapter only
operates with all sensors (cf. Figure 2a). All in all, even with
the presence of a meta-controller and e.g., the added FailureM-
anager micro-controller in the new version, depending on the
ContextManager that is active (e.g., ContextManagerNoG-
PSNoBluetooth), that version could have a low—possibly
no—overhead when compared to the original implementation.
B. Threats to Validity
In this paper we present a novel approach, based on
micro-controllers, for the design and deployment of controllers
for self-adaptive software systems. The feasibility of the
approach, with focus on flexibility of controllers, has been
demonstrated through a case study based on an Android
application. However, there are some assumptions that may
affect the validity of the results.
Regarding internal validity, Android is not the most appro-
priate environment to implement faithfully micro-controllers
as microservices. In spite of this, in our implementation of
PhoneAdapter (i.e., µPhoneAdapter), we have used all the
features available on Android to incorporate the basic prin-
ciples associated with microservices. Another internal validity
threat is related to the claims regarding reuse. Evidence for
supporting this claim should have been obtained by using
a micro-controller in different architectural configurations,
across various target systems from different application do-
mains. However, in our experiments, we have just shown that
micro-controllers can be used across different architectural
configurations of a controller for one target system (we further
discuss reusability issues in Section V-C). Another limitation
is related to the flexibility of synthesising controllers from
a wide range of micro-controllers. We have shown this in
the context of few micro-controllers, and with a very simple
meta-controller. However, this limitation could be overcame
by using a sophisticated controller such as Rainbow [11] for
the meta-controller.
Regarding external threats, a key issue that restricts the
synthesis of controllers based on micro-controllers, as well
as the reusability of such components, concerns the lack of
repositories with existing micro-controllers. We highlight that
a thorough evaluation of reusability can only be done by the
community, as witnessed by Rainbow, whose initial evaluation
of reusability was only preliminary [11], but eventually it was
successfully reused in other pieces of work [5, 30, 37].
C. Further Discussion
The degree of controller reusability depends essentially on
the micro-controllers. The principles of loose coupling and
high cohesion associated with micro-controllers—analogously
to microservices concepts [10]—promote reuse. In terms of
micro-controllers, this can be achieved with service-specific
micro-controllers with generic APIs. Moreover, due to their
simplicity, it can be easier to tailor existing micro-controllers
towards the needs of a target system. Additionally,
micro-controllers that realise a closed loop promote flex-
ibility and thus reuse. Based on feedback, a closed-loop
micro-controller dynamically takes the needs of the specific
target system into account (e.g., at the analysis stage of a
controller, a closed-loop micro-controller for online testing
can refine its testing strategy if the achieved test coverage of
the target system is not sufficient). In contrast, an open-loop
micro-controller requires predefined knowledge about the
specific target system. This suggests that a closed-loop
micro-controller has rather to be configured with generic
techniques (e.g., to explore various testing strategies) while
an open-loop micro-controller requires a target system-specific
configuration (e.g., a testing strategy suited for the specific
target system).
Besides individual micro-controllers, the coordination be-
tween them and how it is implemented also affect reuse. The
coordination is handled by the meta-controller and may follow
a typical MAPE sequence, which may encompass a simple
flow (if few stages are needed), or a complex flow (if there is
uncertainty regarding the composition of the controller)
VI. RELATED WORK
We identified related work in two areas: the use of microser-
vices for self-adaptive systems, and the reuse of controllers.
We discuss both areas in the following.
A. Microservices for Self-adaptive Systems
Baylov and Dimov [3] proposed a reference architecture
to support the development of self-adaptive microservices. It
requires a control loop inside each microservice, which share
similarities with the micro-controllers we propose. However,
adopting the reference architecture would imply a specific
structure, which does not provide the same level of flexibility
with respect to the composition of controllers with loosely
coupled components (microservices) as our approach.
In the same context, Mendonc¸a et al. [21] discuss difficulties
for reusing self-adaptation services and frameworks across dif-
ferent self-adaptive software systems. From the generality and
reusability perspectives, they argue that there is a mismatch
between adaptation needs of modern systems and the current
solutions. Their proposed solution is to use containerised
microservices as a primary abstraction to build the target
system. The same research group have created Kubow [1] as an
extended and customised version of the Rainbow framework
to provide self-adaptation support to containerised applica-
tions. Thus, the main focus is on realising self-adaptation
for microservice-based target systems. In a more recent re-
port, Mendonc¸a et al. [22] discuss key challenges to build
self-adaptive software systems based on microservices. One
of them (challenge C5) concerns how to deploy controllers in
this context. Regarding the granularity of the controller, two
possibilities are mentioned but without a detailed solution: the
controller being a single monolithic service, or being decom-
posed into a collection of independently developed and man-
aged microservices. Hassan and Bahsoon [13] proposed the
creation of a controller for self-adaptive, microservice-based
systems. This is similar to what was proposed by Sampaio
Jr. et al. [29]. The latter [29] supports the reconfiguration of
microservice-based systems according to affinities and history
of resource usage of the composing microservices.
In contrast to the aforementioned approaches [1, 13, 21, 29],
our approach promotes the use micro-controllers (implemented
as microservices) to architect flexible controllers. On the other
hand, and aligned with Mendonc¸a et al.’s suggestion [22], we
propose and demonstrate a concrete solution for deploying
adaptive, microservice-based controllers at run-time.
Florio and Di Nitto [9] focused on adding autonomic ca-
pabilities to containerised, microservice-based systems which
were not originally designed to be autonomic. Their ap-
proach consists of a decentralised controller implemented as
a multi-agent system. Each agent realises a control loop that
is responsible for managing a subset of microservices. Nallur
and Bahsoon [24] also developed a decentralised, multi-agent
self-adaptation approach for web service-based systems de-
ployed in the cloud. Considering both pieces of work [9, 24]
and ours, key differences are: (i) both [9, 24] were specifically
designed to be applied to particular domains (namely, systems
based on microservices, and systems based on web services,
respectively); and (ii) the controllers based on multi-agent
systems are non-reconfigurable
Finally, based on recent studies on microservice-based soft-
ware systems [8, 15] and on our discussion of related work,
we were not able to identify any approach for composing and
decomposing controllers from micro-controllers to address the
specific needs of individual target systems. This emphasises
the originality of our work.
B. Reuse for Self-adaptive Systems
Related work in this area promotes reuse of various as-
pects of self-adaptive systems. Examples are the MAPE-K
blueprint [16], design patterns [27], and control patterns [36] to
support conceptual reuse of controllers. Work supporting tech-
nical reuse raises the level of abstraction for self-adaptation.
Rainbow [11] raises the abstraction to the software architecture
so that a controller performs generic architectural adaptation
by adding, removing, and reconfiguring components in a target
system. For this purpose, Rainbow has to be tailored with
target system-specific gauges and executors that bridge the
abstraction gap, which could be eased by model-driven engi-
neering techniques [4, 33]. Abstracting from the target system,
such approaches aim for generic but monolithic controllers.
Other approaches enable reuse of execution engines for
controllers specified by models [14, 34]. The resulting models
are specific for each target system but the engines executing
these models are generic and reusable. This principle has been
extended to individual controller stages, which allows reuse of
engines at a more fine-grained level [35]. While such a reuse
eases developing controllers, the models have to be created
for each specific target system. To ease the creation of models,
reusable templates for each MAPE-K controller stage exist [6].
Similarly but for code-based development, Krupitzer et al. [17]
provided reusable templates for components of these stages.
However, the controllers resulting from these approaches do
not address the wide range of needs of target systems since
the unit of reuse is either a monolithic controller, templates
typically restricting the structure or behaviour of controllers,
or model execution engines. In contrast, we address the wide
range of needs of target systems by synthesising a controller
from a collection of generic micro-controllers.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
To promote the design of structurally flexible controllers
for self-adaptive software systems, this paper proposes the
synthesis of controllers from a collection of micro-controllers.
The management of this ensemble of micro-controllers is
made by a meta-controller, which could be implemented by an
existing monolithic controller, like Rainbow. The claim being
made is that such a flexible controller structure, in the context
of continuous deployment, would promote responsiveness to
changes and reusability of micro-controllers across several
application domains. The feasibility of the whole approach
was demonstrated in the context of an Android case study.
It is clear that a two-tier controller tends to increase the com-
plexity of a self-adaptive software system, and that may restrict
the applicability of our solution. For example, a solution based
on micro-controllers would not be appropriate for applications
that have limited amount of processing resources. However,
there is a whole range of self-adaptive software systems for
which our proposal would be suitable, for example, systems
that require diverse analytical and synthetical methods de-
pending on their operational state, systems in which controller
needs to be dynamically reconfigured in response to changes,
or systems that go through a wide range of changes that may
affect either system services or their quality, including the
provision of assurances.
The two-tier solution for controllers, however, also
raises challenges that should be the basis for future
work, and these include: testing whether an ensemble of
micro-controllers behave as specified [12], assuring the
switch between ensembles of micro-controllers [23], espe-
cially when stateful micro-controllers are involved, and de-
veloping meta-controllers whose specific role is to manage
micro-controllers [21].
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